
COPYRIGHT AGREEMENT FROM STUFF 4 CHURCH 

 

Working as a playwright and Selling plays is my means of livelihood.  Unlawfully using 

my work deprives me as the creator of my rightful income.    

By purchasing this script, you are given permission to make as many copies as needed for actors, directors, 

lighting, sound, stage hands, etc.  Copies should be NUMBERED and catalogued as to who gets which one.  After 

the production is complete, ALL copies are to be collected and stored together in a single file or destroyed 

together. 

Permission is given for up to THREE performances by the same organization at the SAME VENUE within one year 

of purchase. 

Purchasing organizations agree to pay a ROYALTY of $35 per additional performance beyond three or any 

performance at a different VENUE by the same performing team.   

All organizations receiving permission to produce this work agree to give the AUTHOR CREDIT in any and all 

advertisement and publicity relating to the production. 

THIS WORK IS FULLY PROTECTED BY COPYRIGHT.  Copying, performing, or changing a copyrighted work without 

permission constitutes an infringement of copyright. 

There shall be NO deletions, alterations, or CHANGES of any kind made to the work unless directly authorized by 

the author.  To request permission, please email Nancy Bond PRIOR to making or practicing the desired changes.  

(Note that fun interjections and short ad lib lines that continue in the spirit of the drama are very much welcome.) 

Heart, soul, research, and HARD WORK is crafted into these scripts.  If an organization makes naïve, unapproved 

changes it can destroy diligent efforts to create flow, consistency, personalities, clues, foreshadowing, and/or 

believability.    

The title of the play shall not be changed.  Character names shall not be changed. 

The right of performance is not transferable and is strictly forbidden.  Scripts may NOT BE BORROWED or 

purchased second-hand.   

All rights, including but not limited to professional and amateur stage performing, lecturing, public reading, 

television, radio, video or sound taping, internet streaming or other forms of broadcast as technology progresses, 

and the right of translations into foreign languages, are strictly reserved.   

YOU MUST GET PERMISSION TO VIDEO OR PUT ANY PART THIS PRODUCTION ON THE INTERNET. 

 

Nancy Bond   �   Stuff 4 Church   �   1666 Chateau Dr    �    Dunwoody,  GA  30338   �   614-266-2638 

 

       � � � 

 
By purchasing a script, you agree to abide by the terms in this copyright agreement found at www.theater4church.com. 


